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This book is part of Growth, The

Executive Series for Dynamic

Companies, a set of 13 manage-
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Plan your finance strategy
Instead of rushing out to contact investors, take the 
time to determine precisely what the company wants 
and needs from an investment and use this 
information to identify the most appropriate sources 
of capital.

Prepare for the funding process 
Put your company through the same rigorous review 
it will face once investors are engaged by subjecting 
all the elements of the strategic plan to a harsh reality 
check.

Engage the investors
Present your business plan to a broad group of 
potential financiers and then focus your negotiation 
efforts until you get the term sheet you want.

•    

•

•

The business can't be put on hold
Management is too busy with the business to raise 
money.

The market won't fund mediocrity
Capital markets are highly competitive and 
demanding.

The future is uncertain
Even a little business uncertainty translates into big 
risk premiums.

An Executive's Diagnostic
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Attracting, selecting and managing 

financing options is challenging, even 

for seasoned managers. The key to 

getting the best deal is preparation – 

two thirds of the financing process 

occurs before a single investor is 

contacted. Companies must plan their 

finance strategies, submit to a harsh 

reality check and only then engage 

potential investors.

Attracting Capital
Selecting and Managing Your Options
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High Growth Challenge
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Your company is growing. Demand for your products or 
services is increasing and straining your company’s 
resources – people, production capacity and cash. To 
sustain and enhance this growth, you want to pursue 
new ideas, market opportunities and value-creating 
projects, but the company doesn’t have the means to do 
so while continuing to meet current demand. To move 
past the limitations of existing resources, the company 
needs to seek outside funding, but attracting capital 
and selecting and managing financing options while 
staying in control of the financing process is complex and 
time-consuming, even for the most seasoned 
management team, because:

Balancing ongoing internal demands with the 

pressures of raising capital is difficult.

Growing companies inevitably need outside financing to 

bolster their resources and sustain development. But raising 

capital is a long, complicated process that challenges even the 

most experienced managers as they struggle to balance the 

ongoing demands of the business with the need to focus 

significant attention on the financing process.
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• The business can’t be put on hold

• The market won’t fund mediocrity 

Pulling valuable resources and management attention away from market-focused activity for weeks 

or even months to execute financing seems unfathomable because it takes almost everything your 

company has to meet the existing demands of the business. In particular, the individuals who 

possess the knowledge and skills required to raise funds are often wrapped up in running the 

business and can’t afford to shift their attention away from critical operational issues.

Even in a bull market, your company faces stiff competition for access to a limited pool of 

investment funds – venture capitalists only finance one out of every 100 business plans they see 

and public markets are fickle, at best – creating immense pressure to stand out from the crowd. 

Investors expect a company to demonstrate that it possesses a significant growth opportunity and 

that it has a sustainable competitive advantage that will lead to measurable and substantial 

returns.

• The future is uncertain

You and your management team understand your company well – you know where you are and 

have a clear vision of where you’re going – but running the business has kept you from producing a 

detailed strategic plan, creating a fluid operating environment that makes investors leery. 

Potential backers of your company demand certainty. They want to know precisely what you expect 

to achieve and how you plan to execute. Investors exact premiums in the form of high interest rates 

or equity requirements if you can’t mitigate risk with detailed strategies, tactics and contingency 

plans.
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PLAN PREPARE ENGAGE

Planning and preparation help companies take 
control of the financing process.

Growing companies need to take a proactive, disciplined and 

methodical approach to raising capital. Before talking to 

investors, management should plan a finance strategy that 

defines how much money the company needs, when it’s 

needed, where the money will come from and go to, and 

what the company expects from investors. The firm should 

prepare for discussions with investors by subjecting the 

business plan to a thorough and rigorous reality check. 

Finally, the company must engage multiple potential 

investors and eventually focus its energies until it 

successfully negotiates the terms it desires.
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1.  Plan your finance strategy 

2.  Prepare for the funding process 

Instead of rushing out to contact investors, take the time to determine precisely what the company 

wants and needs from an investment and use this information to identify the most appropriate 

sources of capital.

Raising capital is a challenge for any growth 
company, particularly when coupled with the 
stresses that the ongoing demands of the business 
place on management. The entire process often 
feels overwhelming and unmanageable. Getting the 
best deal under these difficult conditions requires a 
proactive, disciplined and methodical approach. To 
stay in control of the process, you must:

Put your company through the same rigorous review it will face once investors are engaged by 

subjecting all the elements of the strategic plan to a harsh reality check.

3.  Engage the investors 

Present your business plan to a broad group of potential financiers and then focus your negotiation 

efforts until you get the term sheet you want.
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1. Plan your finance strategy

• Take stock

To stay in control of the funding process, you must prepare a 
solid finance strategy well in advance 
of negotiations. Knowing what you 
want to get from the funding process 
will focus you on the most appropriate 
financing options and prepare and 
position the company for investor 
engagements (see Figure A).  Take a step back from the end 
game and:

Before you map out a detailed finance strategy, you need to go through an internal information  

gathering and rationalization process that will give you a complete picture of your company’s current 

operations. Full participation from all company departments is critical so that no stone is left unturned 

and everyone feels that they are part of the fundraising team. Every area of your business, including non-

revenue producing units, must provide operational data, market assessments and current financials. 

Managers must be prepared to reconcile the information they provide with the company’s long-term 

vision and strategy such that every aspect of the business is assessed and understood in a broader 

context. This effort should produce a coherent picture of the firm that is consistent with where the 

company sees itself heading in the long run, even if this means making changes to current operations. 

Taking stock will force your team to reflect on the factors that drove its current success and the extent to 

which these line up with previous expectations and assumptions. This process will also help to identify 

areas of the strategy – financial, operational or market-related – where the company is constrained and 

needs help to succeed.

Finance Strategy: 
A document that describes 
how much capital  you 
need, when you need it, 
where you expect it to 
come from, how it will be 
used, and what you want 
from your investors. 

Figure A: The Planning Process

“A business plan isn’t just 
something you need in 
order to raise funds. It will 
also help you clarify your 
strategic thinking at an 
early stage and provides a 
road map for the future of 
your business. However, it 
shouldn’t be a document 
full of glowing references 
to a prosperous but ill-
defined future. It must be 
an honest appraisal that 
shows you are well aware 
of both the strengths and 
w e a k n e s s e s  o f  y o u r  
proposed venture.” 

1
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• Build the strategic plan

Once all the requisite information has been collected and validated, the company needs to develop a  

strategic plan that lays out in precise detail what the company intends to accomplish, and how it 

plans to do it. The strategic plan should:

 

Before proceeding past this point, you should perform a reality check.  Management should ask itself 

once more, based on the strategic plan, whether external financing is necessary, whether the use of 

proceeds is unanimous (i.e., whether all the money required is being used productively) and whether 

the amount required is feasible. 

Begin by clearly articulating the company’s vision, 

goals, and direction, including a clear statement of 

focus and a unique market proposition. 

Discuss each area of the company’s operations to 

establish a concrete connection between the costs the 

company incurs and the revenues it promises to earn. 

The plan needs to describe outcomes, obstacles, 

contingencies and future needs. Outcomes can be 

portrayed in several ways, but they ultimately must be 

quantified because investors need this information to 

calculate return on investment.  

Provide a financial picture of the company, with pro forma statements for up to five 

years – as well as several years’ historical results. This last part of the plan will 

ultimately justify the need for external financing by spelling out how much capital is 

required and when and explaining precisely what it will be used for (which is 

commonly referred to as the “use of proceeds”).

• Identify investment options

With a strategic plan in place that establishes where the company is, where it’s going and what it 

needs to get there, you can start to make choices about the types of financing you want to pursue. 

The company’s growth stage is the key determinant of what type of capital is available, but within 

each stage there are a number of options (see Figure B). 

Where am I?Where am I?

Take StockTake Stock Build Strategic PlanBuild Strategic Plan Identify OptionsIdentify Options

Where do I
want to be?
Where do I
want to be?

When do I
need capital?
When do I
need capital?

How much
do I need?
How much
do I need?

What are the
potential
sources?

What are the
potential
sources?
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To select the preferred source, you need to consider several factors, such as the company’s appetite 

for dilution of ownership and control, the need for value-added services from the investor beyond 

capital and future financing requirements (see Figure C).

Product Concept

Market Analysis

Seed
Start-up capital is
used for feasibility

studies, market 
testing and

business formation.

Owners
Family/Friends

Angels

Formation of
Company

Develop Product

Test Production

Develop
Marketing Concept

Start-up
A company concept
is validated with a

prototype, and 
testing confirms that 
a market exists for its

product or service.

Government Supplier
Strategic Partners
Early-Stage Equity

Funds

Go to Market

Growth
A company begins

to generate revenues
from its product
or service, but it

typically operates at
a loss as it invests in
its own growth and
distinguishes itself
from competitors.

Lessors
Customers

Trade

Sales Growth

Expansion
A company begins to 

generate free cash
flow and positive

net income, which
is retained to fuel

growth.

Bank
Venture Capital

ABLs

Improvement of Production
and Marketing Systems

Exploitation of Market Potential
Entry into New Market Areas

Mezzanine
Companies are fully operational 

and generate increasing revenues, 
yet they still need capital to
expand the company further
and retain their momentum.

Institutional Investor
Public Market
Securitization

Dilution of

ownership

• Are the existing owners/shareholders willing to give up some control? If so, how much?
• Can your company support debt financing? Is the balance sheet strong enough to cover interest 
   charges, principal repayments and debt covenants?

• Does your company need help attracting and recruiting key talent?
• Does your company need introductions to potential customers, suppliers and strategic partners?
• Does your company want an investor that can also act as a strategic partner?

• What level of commitment and involvement do you expect/require from investors?
• Do you want investors that will be able to help with future financing requirements?

1

Value-added

services
2

Long-term

relationship
3

Figure B: Funding Life Cycle

Figure C: Investor Selection Factors
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Organizational Structure  
Does management have the necessary vision and experience to execute successfully?
Can this company attract and retain key employees?

Business Model 
Is the company focused on a sizable, specific, attractive and growing market?
Does the company have real customers?
Do existing stakeholders actively support the company?

Financial Package 
Is the potential return on investment worth my time, effort and resources?
Are revenue and cost assumptions supported with sufficient detail?
Will I be able to exit this investment in a timely manner?

2. Prepare for the funding process

Figure D: Investor's Litmus Test

The single biggest factor for an investor in determining whether a company can deliver on its 

strategic plan is the perceived quality of the management team. To prove that your executives 

are  focused on value creation, you must provide evidence that the team is comprised of 

• Highlight the organization structure 

Company
Activity

Investment
Phases

Sources of
Financing

GROWTH PHASESTART-UP GROWTH PHASESTART-UP

With the strategic plan complete and a general 
investment direction chosen, you need to begin 
preparing your company for the funding process by 
putting it through the same rigorous review it will face 
once investors are engaged. How? Management must 
analyze the company from the perspective of the 
potential investor who will investigate, probe and test its 
ability to deliver the required return on investment – this 
is known as the due diligence process.  Be prepared to:
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The financial package provided to investors will go through intense scrutiny.  Be prepared to support 

historical and projected cash flow statements, income statements and balance sheets with a level of 

detail beyond that included in audited financial statements and accompanying notes. Build a sales 

model from the ground up that breaks down revenue by product, service, geography and 

salesperson. This will help justify your market penetration assumptions. The cost model should be 

presented in similar detail and in the same format to allow for ease of use. It is also vital to list all 

sales and expense assumptions – and justify them with historical data where available. Ensure that 

the information in your financials supports the overall strategic plan: the sales department’s 

expansion needs to keep pace with revenue projections and capital expenditures must reflect future 

production capabilities.  

When preparing financials, you must consider the time frame within which the investors you’re 

targeting will want to liquidate their holdings – being able to demonstrate the ability to exit at the 

right time will have a significant impact, especially on equity investors for whom the timing of exit 

(also known as a liquidity event) is considered a major risk factor. Projected debt repayments must 

be supported within your cash-flow projections. The exit for an equity investor requires more 

supporting data. A good tool for this purpose is a comparables table listing your company’s future 

value relative to companies similar in size, market or industry (see Figure E).  For the equity investor, 

support this table with a list of comparable or precedent transactions – recently announced 

mergers, acquisitions or initial public offerings that support your company’s assertion that an 

attractive liquidity event is possible.

• Prove the business model

The quality of your company’s market opportunity and business model is what investors will use to 

determine franchise value – the return on investment the company will generate through its 

sustainable competitive advantage. Thus, you must be able to 

show investors that your company is focused on a sizable, 

specific, attractive and growing market. Your business model 

must attack the market by creating a sustainable competitive 

advantage that generates and preserves demand for your 

company’s products or services over time. The best way to 

show investors that your business model does this is with 

customers. You need to find them, attract them and make 

them available to speak directly with serious investors. For an 

early stage company with limited market presence, provide 

references from your company’s network of strategic partners, 

suppliers and, if available, research analysts covering the firm. 

If you have existing investors with the resources to participate 

in this round of funding, their commitment is absolutely 

necessary. Any hesitancy on the part of current stakeholders is a serious red flag to potential new 

investors.  Be sure to gain their commitment before engaging the financial community.

• Validate the financial package 
individuals who have the necessary vision and experience to create success.  All key team members 

need to build their resumes, prepare for individual interviews and have references readily available. 

You also need to explicitly determine how the current 

management must grow and modify to meet future 

requirements. If the current team’s capabilities will only take 

your company’s growth to a certain level, do not hide the fact 

that new executives will be required – acknowledging 

limitations will build confidence with investors that your team 

has the company’s best interests in mind.

Show the support that the executive team has by developing a 

complete organizational chart.  Articulate your company’s structure with well-defined accountability 

and responsibilities to allay concerns about its ability to execute.  If your company is relatively young 

or looking for a long-term investment partner, you must be able to illustrate how the company will 

evolve over time by preparing prospective organizational charts that depict the structure one to 

three years in the future.  

"Many entrepreneurs make 
the mistake of thinking 
that VCs are looking for 
good ideas when, in fact, 
they are looking for good 
managers in particular 
industry segments."  

2

“If you want a 100% 
guarantee that you will get 
funded, develop a long list of 
'reference-able' customers. 
That doesn’t necessarily mean 
people who have bought. If 
the product is still in 
development, it can mean 
people who will buy. Early 
stage companies need to focus 
on this issue immediately, 
even before they get their 
first dime. Develop your 
customer base!” 

3

Figure E: Sample Comparables Table

Price/EPS

General Components Manufacturers
Devlin Industries
Bernard & Fils.
Adjusted Mean

Communication - with Manufacturing
Locker
Advancement Inc.

Communication - without Manufacturing
Keo Industries
Phoenix International

Public Companies
Col-Ect Inc.
Apex Inc.

LTM (X) Est. FY (X) Est. FY+1 (X)

2-Year CAGR

Revenue (%) EBITDA (%)

Adjusted Mean

Adjusted Mean

Adjusted Mean

Total Adjusted Mean

20.9
8.8

14.9

25.9
36.1

41.2
19.8

35.7
12.6

31.0

30.5

24.1

25.1

14.9
neg

14.9

45.6
32.9

37.3
16.4

24.5
54.3

39.3

26.8

39.9

32.4

12.6
12.6
12.6

36.1
26.5

31.8
12.8

21.0
22.0

31.3

22.3

21.5

21.9

23.0%
neg

23.0%

56.4%
62.1%

514.9%
24.5%

neg
32.4%

59.2%

269.7%

32.4%

118.9%

193.2%
neg

193.2%

109.6%
224.6%

neg
neg

65.9%
6.7%

167.1%

–

36.4%

120.0%



3. Engage the investors
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• Shop your deal selectively 

“Although both parties are trying to arrive at a win-
win situation, the negotiations will probably still 
start at quite different positions with a gap in the 
middle that both participants will move towards. It 
is your job to close that gap and make a deal. Your 
needs will be stated in your financial statements and 
in your proposal. The investor will provide you with 
their specific needs either written or verbally.” 

4

Negotiations implicitly begin in the first meeting – as does your company’s decision-making process 

– eventually narrowing the pool of candidates you’ll deal with (see Figure F). As you move to 

second- and third-round meetings, the field of potential partners will be reduced to a group -

potentially only one investor, depending on exclusivity clauses - that has expressed serious interest 

in working with your company and a desire to strike the appropriate balance between providing 

funds and allowing the company to maintain control and ownership at a level that it perceives as 

fair and justified. 

By the third or fourth meeting, intense negotiations will begin. Your goal is to extract a term sheet 

that  lays out  the  major  elements of the deal (also known as a Letter of Intent [LOI] or 

• Negotiate the details 

Figure F: The Engagement Process

Value Added Services Commitment

Compatibility Future Support Deal Structure

Value Added Services Commitment

Compatibility Future Support Deal Structure

SE
LE

CT
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Talking to one or two financiers about your business plan won’t get you the deal you want. To create a 
competitive setting for your transaction and build your appreciation of the investment landscape you 
need to talk to five or more investors. Bear in mind, however, that members of the investment 
community talk to each other. Shopping your deal indiscriminately can tarnish your reputation by 
casting doubt on your intentions or even the viability of your company. Balance the need to generate 
demand for your deal with your ultimate goal of establishing a relationship with the single most 
appropriate investor by being cautious about the number of people you approach. Don't create the 
impression that you're fundraising efforts are frivolous. This approach will also help manage the 
expectations of your company’s stakeholders (employees, owners and directors) by educating them 
about what is attainable and realistic. Where you do not have an existing relationship with an  investor 
that you want to pursue, you will require a referral from a trusted third party. Find someone in your 
firm’s network who can make a personal introduction and promote your company. Tap your current 
investors, board members, advisors, accountants, consultants, lawyers and other strategic partners. 
Keep in mind that a referral will get you in the door, but once a meeting begins, your company will be 
judged on its own merits.

To prepare for an initial meeting, you need to practice your pitch until you are completely confident that 
you can deliver your material and answer any questions that come up without hesitation. Assume that 
you have no more than one hour to make your case and that half of that time will be spent responding to 
the investor’s queries. Ensure that you make the most of the time you have by tailoring the presentation 
to the specific investor you’re meeting. Venture capitalists will want you to focus on the company’s 
management team while a mezzanine-stage investor will be concerned with the company’s historical 
performance and financial health. Also think about the questions you want to ask the investor. For 
follow-up meetings, always prepare – and closely follow – an agenda that will guide your preparation.

Dealing with investors is a roller-coaster – the high of the 
successful first meeting, the confrontation of the 
negotiation and the elation on closing – but preserving the 
disciplined momentum that you’ve established will get 
your company successfully over this final hurdle. The 
significant time and effort dedicated to proactive planning 
and preparation will make engaging the investment 
community a process that your company can control and 
leverage. Maintain a laser focus on your ultimate objectives 
as you:



• Close, collect and reflect 

Throughout the process, maintain a good working 
relationship with all the investors you are talking 
to, even the ones you reject and the ones that reject 
you, because you can't predict the future.

With the end in sight, do not become complacent or overconfident. Manage the deal and keep 

pushing until the money is in the bank. Deals can be radically altered – or fall apart altogether – up to 

the last minute as markets change, the company’s fortunes evolve and the investor’s interests wane. 

Be proactive and provide answers to questions you anticipate even before they are asked – 

responsiveness can shorten the time to closing, reducing the probability that unforeseen risk factors 

will negatively influence the deal. You will need to stay involved with the process right to the end, 

constantly communicating with your lawyers and maintaining momentum by keeping the investor 

engaged and focused on the deal.  

While the investment is finalized, the documentation signed and the funding received, there is still 

more to be done. With the experience still fresh in the minds of your management team, the 

company should undertake a thorough evaluation of the investment process. Identify what went well 

and, in retrospect, what could have been done more effectively.  Document this knowledge so it is 

available for future financings. Also use this time to ensure that the necessary structure and processes 

are in place to keep your new investor engaged. This will help maintain the positive relationship that 

secured the deal and will increase the likelihood that you’ll be able to go back to the investor for 

future requirements.

Memorandum of Understanding [MOU] from at least two of the investors you’re still talking to. Term 

sheets are often exclusive, so no matter how many you get, you’ll likely need to choose the one you 

would most like to see brought to conclusion. Focus on the deal 

structure and how the financing will impact your company’s 

ability to execute on its strategic plan. Weigh all of the pros and 

cons of each deal, keeping in mind that you will need to make 

trade-offs to achieve your strategic priorities. For example, the 

accountability requirements in a debt financing with restrictive 

covenants, such as a maximum allowed debt-to-cash flow ratio, 

might be more prohibitive and “costly” to your future growth 

than the control that you give up to an equity investor who 

demands a seat on the board and approval rights on your annual strategic plan. At the end of the day, 

your negotiations will succeed or fail based on how well you manage the investor’s perception of risk 

and reward. All of your preparation and supporting documentation will help validate the company’s 

position, mitigating perceived risk and increasing your negotiating leverage.

Anticipate future financings 
and the impact they will have 
on the investor.  Concerns 
will include the preference 
ranking of their financing 
instrument (debt or equity) 
and the potential dilution 
of their ownership position 
(equity only) caused by 
future investors.
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1. Preplanning 

To prepare for the added responsibilities of running a public 
company, you and your management team must begin to 
operate as if you are public well before the actual event. You 
should begin to maintain adequate records and internal 
controls,  initiate a financial public relations program, 
review all related party transactions and material contracts 
and satisfy audit requirements.

2. Selecting the underwriters 

Public offerings are conducted by a syndicate of 
underwriters, usually investment banks, that takes 
responsibility for selling shares. You will need to carefully 
select the lead underwriter based on several factors including 
reputation, experience, capabilities and specializations.

3. Registration  

Registration involves the filing of all legal documentation 
required by the agency responsible for the securities market 
in the country. The preparation of these documents is a 
l e n g t h y ,  t i m e - c o n s u m i n g  t a s k  i n v o l v i n g  c o m p a n y  
management, investor syndicates, lawyers, auditors and 
other professionals.

4. Marketing  

A flurry of selling activity, usually within strict legal 
boundaries, will take place before the effective date of the 
IPO. Examples include road shows, talks with institutional 
investors and press releases to individual investors.

5. Closing the deal   

Deal closing is governed by the underwriting industry’s 
traditions and government regulations. The extent of final 
administrative tasks, formal sign-offs and other responsibilities 
of each party depends on the previously negotiated deals.

The process involved in an Initial Public Offering (IPO) is normally 

mandated by local regulatory authorities and is therefore more 

difficult for an individual company to control, even with 

significant preparation. Generally speaking, an IPO involves the 

following steps:

Going Public



Planning your finance strategy, preparing for the 
funding process and engaging investors are the three 
key steps in the process of attracting capital. Take the 
time to assess how your company is performing in these 
areas. The following 20 question will assist your   
organization in ensuring that key aspects of your  
financing initiative have been articulated and 
addressed.

An Executive's Diagnostic

• Plan your finance strategy
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• Prepare for the funding process    
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Yes  /  So mewhat  /  No

1.  Have you gone through an internal information gathering
      and rationalization process that gives you a complete picture
      of your company’s current operations?

2.  Is the information about the company’s current operations
      reconciled with the company’s long-term vision and strategy
      such that every business is assessed and understood in a
      broader context?

3.  Have you developed a strategic plan that lays out in precise
      detail what the company intends to accomplish, and how it
      plans to do it?

4.  Has your management team examined, based on your strategic
      plan, whether: 1) external financing is necessary; 2) all of the
      proceeds of this financing can be used productively; and 3) the
      amount of funding required can actually be obtained?

5.  Have you identified the investment options available to your
      company?

6.  To select your preferred source of financing, have you
      considered factors such as your company’s appetite for dilution
      of ownership and control, the need for value-added services
      from the investor beyond capital and future financing
      requirements?

Yes  /  Somewhat  /  No

7.  Can you demonstrate that your management team is comprised of
      driven individuals who have the necessary vision, skills and
      experience to create success?
 
8.  Have you articulated your company’s structure with well-defined
      accountability and responsibilities to allay concerns about your
      ability to execute?

9.  Have you developed a business model that attacks the market by
      creating a sustainable competitive advantage to generate and
      preserve demand for your company’s products and services over
      time?

10. Have you detailed your company’s product and service road map,
        including the R&D plan, identification of key suppliers and the
        post-sales support that will be provided?

11. Have you detailed the competitive landscape, including current
       market share, SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats)
       analysis and estimated lead-time over the competition?

12. Have you developed a list of current and potential reference-able
       customers?

13. Are you prepared to support the financial package provided to
        investors with historical and projected cash flow statements,
        income statements and balance sheets that have more detail than
        that contained in your audited financial statements?
  
14. Have you considered the time frame within which your targeted
        investors will want to liquidate their holdings and have you
        prepared a financial analysis of exit opportunities (equity investor)
        or repayment schedules (debt investor)?
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15. Have you talked to five or more investors before negotiating
       a deal?

16. Have you asked your current investors, board members,
       advisors, accountants, consultants, lawyers and other
       strategic partners to refer you to potential investors?

17. Before your initial meeting with potential investors, do you
       practice your pitch until you are completely confident that 
       you can deliver your material and answer any questions that
       come up without hesitation?

18. Do you anticipate future financings and the impact they will
       have on the investor, such as preference ranking of their
       financing instrument and potential dilution of their
       ownership position?

19. After the investment is finalized, do you undertake a
       thorough evaluation of the investment process so that the
       experience can be leveraged for future financings?

20. Do you ensure the necessary structure and processes are in
       place to keep your new investor engaged to maintain a
       positive relationship and increase the chance of future
       financing from this investor?

Yes  /  So mewhat  /  No

Scoring Key:

Re-evaluate
Need more

work Ready

0% 50% 75% 100%

If more than 75% of your answers (16 of 20) are ‘Yes’, then 
your company is addressing the challenge of attracting 
capital. If 50-75% of your answers (10-15) are ‘Yes’ or 
‘Somewhat’, there is more work to be done in order to 
effectively attract capital. If less than 50% of your answers 
are either ‘Yes’ or ‘Somewhat’, your company needs to re-
evaluate its approach towards attracting capital.



How can Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Help?

• An initial evaluation of the proposal

• Assisting senior management and shareholders with their critical appraisals 

  and evaluations

• Assisting and advising on the preparation of a strategic plan

• Advising on the appropriate sources of financing

• Advising on the tax implications for both shareholders and the company of    

  various sources of financing

• Approaching potential financiers and advising on dealings with them

 • Project management of due diligence and legal contracts to a satisfactory   

  and timely completion

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu is one of the world's leading 
professional services organizations. The member firms of Deloitte 
Touche Tohmatsu deliver world-class assurance and advisory, tax, 
and consulting services.  With more than 119,000 people in over 
140 countries, the member firms serve over one-half of the world's 
largest companies, as well as large national enterprises, public 
institutions, and successful, fast-growing global growth 
companies. Our internationally experienced professionals strive to 
deliver seamless, consistent services wherever our clients operate. 
Our mission is to help our clients and our people excel.

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu is a Swiss Verein, and each of its national 
practices is a separate and independent legal entity. 

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu can assist senior management and 
shareholders alike throughout the whole of the finance raising 
process, providing expert and independent advice that is practical, 
proactive and designed to help stakeholders achieve their 
objectives in as efficient and effective a manner as possible. We 
have helped a countless number of companies, managers and 
shareholders achieve their objectives and implement development 
plans by securing appropriate and suitable financial resources.

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu can assist in all stages of the finance 
raising process including the following:
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1.   Creating a Long-term Strategy 

2.   Pursuing and Managing Alliances and Acquisitions

3.   Core Competencies and Strategic Outsourcing

4.   Developing Products 

5.   Creating a Sales and Marketing Plan  

Strategy

6.    Attracting and Retaining Talent

7.    Attracting Capital and Managing Finances

8.    Leveraging Technology

9.    Managing Business Risks

10. Global Expansion

11. Designing the Right Organization

Capability

12. Engraining Leadership

13. Fostering an Innovative Culture

Commitment

For more information on Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, please visit our
web site at www.deloitte.com/growth

How do companies achieve value-creating growth, and more 
importantly, how do they sustain it? Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu 
(DTT) understands the issues companies face as they grow, and can 
help your business meet and exceed its objectives. DTT has 
undertaken research to uncover the secrets of successful growth 
companies. The result of this research is The Growth System – a 
strategic framework to sustain value-creating growth that consists 
of three cornerstones: Strategy, Capability and Commitment.

Growth, The Executive Series for Dynamic Companies, is a set of 13 
briefs that explore a selection of key success factors within the 
Growth System that can help a company sustain growth. These 
success factors are addressed in each of the following 13 briefs:
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